SUMMER HOLIDAY HOMEWORK GRADE – VI
SESSION : 2022-23
Dear Parents
Greetings!
Wishing you a happy summer! May the good sunshine of this season fill your life with glee and glow and
bring your heart love and laughter!
Here are a few activities planned to encourage students to explore, engage and enjoy while they learn a lot!
Waiting to listen to them as they share their memories once they are back to school!
Have a safe and joyous vacation!
Team Meridian

NOTE: Click videos and pictures while students are performing all the activities and share them in the
google drive with a folder containing their name and section. Link has been provided for the same.
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1deIGIFcags_0fR60Mz9GGgT3wtdzGxiT?usp=sharing

Dear Students, Greetings!!
Holiday is the time that we all eagerly wait for. We all make plans to enjoy, to relax and to empower
ourselves during these days. This summer vacation, holiday homework is designed as a medium for you all
to achieve the motto of
“Fun and Learn”. The activity- based assignments will foster curiosity, develop creativity, enhance
knowledge and instil the joy of learning amongst you all. It will certainly, help you discover new ideas,
make you enriched, confident and help you perform every action to perfection.
STAY HOME, STAY SAFE!!
Summer tips to stay healthy
●

Drink plenty of fluids, regardless of how active you are.

●

Eat a lot of fresh fruits.

●

Wear appropriate clothing.

●

Stay cool indoors.

●

Schedule outdoor activities carefully.

●

Apply sunscreen lotion and wear sunglasses while stepping out.

●

Have a family dinner every day in the holidays.

●

Spend some time with your grandparents

●

Play indoor games with your parents and siblings.

●

Help your mother.

THEME: POTPOURRI
Here are some of the activities given to make your learning more joyful!!!
To be ready for tomorrow’s opportunities, do your homework today.
Learn a new skill this summer. Enjoy!!

ACTIVITY 1:
❖ Consume your favourite bar of Chocolate.
● Stick the wrapper in an A4 sheet and write down the texture and taste of the chocolate.
● Imagine you are a confectioner.
● Create a similar bar of chocolate and list down the ingredients.
● Make a list of people to whom you want to gift this chocolate.
● Design an advertisement for it with a catchy slogan.
❖ Listen to the following audiobook:
https://youtu.be/bJ9pO57dlkQ
• Next, accelerate the speed of the audio and listen to it again.
• Identify the number of words you could pick out in a minute and note it down.
• Observe the improvement in your listening skills as you do the activity.
❖ Enjoy your vacation watching the following movies or any movie of your choice.
* Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
* The Adventures of Tom Sawyer
* The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
• Note down the lessons/values you learnt from the movie.
• Write about any favourite character from the movie and state the reason why you like it.
❖ Read any one of the following books or any book of your choice.
FICTION
The Pilgrim’s Progress – John Bunyan
The Harry Potter series – JK Rowling
AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Wings of Fire – A P J Abdul Kalam & Arun Tiwari
Captain Cool – M S Dhoni
Thrillers
Hounds of Baskervilles – Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
Billionaire Boy – David Williams
The Spy who came in from the Cold – John Le Carre
The Classics
Pride and Prejudice – Jane Austen
Oliver Twist by Charles Dickens
Short Stories
The Collected Stories of Katherine Mansfield

After reading the books, make a booklet of 10 new words from each book.
Make a word web of 3 synonyms of it and write down its antonym as well.
❖ Try a new recipe under your parent’s supervision.
List down its ingredients.
Write down the process of making it.
❖ -Write a letter to your mother describing your feelings when she’s not happy with you. What would you
say/like to do to make her happy again?
Bring out your best creativity and design your own scrapbook including the given activities.
Second Language:
ACTIVITY 2: दिए गए शब्दों के आधार पर अपने कादपयदों में प्रकृदि के आधार पर एक कदििा दिखिए |
( पूरब , िािी , दकरण , अोंदधयारा , फूि , सोंिर , िरुिर , परछाई, जीिन , अोंगड़ाई , आिस , सबह , मनदहर )
अपने िािाजी और िािीजी से िािाािाप करिे हुए उनके जमाने की दिनचयाा सदनए और उसके आधार पर अपने सबह
के िािािरण का िणान करिे हुए िस िाक्य दचत्र सदहि दिखिए.
ACTIVITY 3:

పంచతంత్త కథలు

పులి - బాటసారి
https://youtu.be/nV9j2vFMbFU
సింహిం - మెదడులేని గాడిద
https://youtu.be/ijs_pztyi_0
ఏనుగు - కోతి
https://youtube.com/watch?v=mC7zVxmdCtg&feature=share
●

పించతింత్త కథలను త్ాసనది ఎవరు? ఆయన గురిించి నాలుగు ాక్యా లను త్ాయిండి.

●

పించతింత్త కథలను వినాా రు కదా! ఈ కథల సారింశానిా చిత్ాల రూపములో త్ాయిండి.

●

పించతింత్త కథలను వినాా రు కదా! ఈ కథల ఆధారముగా ఉహించి మీ సింతముగా ఒక కథనిం
త్ాయిండి.

●

పించతింత్త కథలలో ఆ పాత్తల స్వ భావిం కలిగినటువింటి వా క్తు లను గురిించి వివరిించిండి

ACTIVITY 4: Take a newspaper. Identify the large numbers and highlight
them. (Take any 10 numbers)
• Cut the article in which the numbers are highlighted.
• Paste them in your scrapbook.
• Express the numbers in the Indian and International system and write them in words.
• Write the expanded form of the highlighted numbers.
• Round off the highlighted numbers to their nearest thousands

❖ In summer we all are recommended to eat lots of fruits.
● Stick the pictures of the fruits you have eaten this summer.
● Note down the cost of fruits for 1kg.
● Write down the cost of 2kg. Now take any 5 multiples of
2 and find their cost.
Note: Click the pictures of visiting a fruit shop or fruit vendor and paste it in your scrapbook.
❖ The images which can be divided into identical halves are called symmetrical. The images that cannot be
divided into identical halves are asymmetrical.
Click the pictures of shadow images and stick it in your scrapbook. Some examples are given below.

•
•

Draw or paste the symmetrical objects in the scrapbook.
Mention the type of symmetry you observed in the objects.

❖ Visit a Pizza store with your family or have a pizza party.
•
•
•
•
•

Click pictures of your pizza and paste it in the scrapbook.
How many people have shared the pizza?
What fraction of pizza did each one gets?
If 3 of your friends join suddenly, how are you going to
divide the pizza? What fraction did each one get now?
Convert all the fractions to decimals.

❖ Learn tables of 2 to 20.

ACTIVITY 5: Watch the National geographic channel /discovery Channel/animal planetand make a
display card/ information card on endangered animals. List the steps which you will take to protect the
animals from becoming endangered.

Note: Do your bit to save the birds!! Make a bird feeder and keep a bowl of water for birds. This summer
they need you. Provide them with a hand -made nest if possible, and take the pictures of the birds when
you are feeding them.
❖ In today’s age and generation girls and boys must work with their mother to help them in their daily
chores. We know exactly what all mothers go through the whole day. Hence it is our foremost
responsibility to help her in the kitchen. Ram has a habit of helping his mother at home. He helps his
mother by laying the table for dinner. One day his cousin lit a matchstick and burnt the paper laid on the
table and he noticed that it turned to ashes. Based on the Ram’s activities, answer the following:
•
•
•

Identify the various types of forces he used in lifting the bowls
List all the simple machines used in arranging the table.
Mention the physical and chemical changes observed on the table.

❖ Make a fruit salad with spices and write the recipe for it.
Note: Don’t forget to add a pinch of salt in every juice you make, to reduce acidity.
❖ Collect information related to space, flora, fauna, health and environment from newspaper articles.
Minimum 2-3 articles must be collated on the above topics and the same should be presented in the
form of a collage.
❖ Many people study the past to see what life was like before our time. Certain people called
archaeologists study the past through looking at the remains of people and societies before us. There
remains can be material goods, bodies or even entire cities that were preserved in time.

Imagine the year is 2111. You are an archaeologist excavating the area around
your house. List ten items you find in the course of excavation. Make a
beautiful collage of the same and make it as colourful and attractive as
possible.
In the past, palm leaf Manuscripts were made out of dried palm leaves. They were used as writing
materials in India reportedly dating back to the 5th century BCE.
Make a Manuscript. Take a broad leaf. Put it under a heavy book for ten days. On the leaf, write -Why do
you like history? or Why is History so interesting? Art supplies like sketch pens and paints can be used for
writing on the leaf.
Suggested Reading
Read the book “Marguerite Makes a Book”. The whole process of constructing a book and creating the
painting materials is a part of the story. The link for the book on YouTube is given below.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=10ksUvqDOwE
The book is set in Paris in the 1400s and talks about Marguerite who helps her nearly blind father finish
painting an illuminated manuscript.

❖ PALM HISTORY
Every family has a story. It’s good to share them so you know who helped make you who you are. Trace the
outline of your hand and pen down your family history inside the palm. Keep the below points in mind
• Explore family stories
• Know where your family is from
• Find an object that means something to your family
• Share your family stories
We are looking forward to listening to some amazing stories about your family from you.
ACTIVITY 18 : Read the newspaper daily (online/hard copy). (Suggested newspapers: The Times of
India; Telangana Today; The Hindustan Times)
Separate any 10 informative news articles (currentaffairs/science/technology/education/sport
/entertainment) and make a collage of the same.

ACTIVITY 6: A timeline is a visual learning aid that helps
students organise a series of events in the order they happened.
Create an autobiographical timeline. An autobiographical
timeline is a timeline about yourself. You can include your date of
birth, your first day of preschool, times your family has moved, or
other events you think are significant.

NOTE: Do Activity 16-19 on A - 4 sheets, tie it with satin ribbon and design a creative cover page for the
same.

***************

